Appointments

The Board of Directors of The Tech is pleased to announce the appointment of Thomas Shubin '62 as Sports Editor, Mr. Shubin replaces William J. Wagner, Jr., who graduated with the class of 1961.

Fraternity Rushing

The subject of fraternity rushing at MIT has borne much discussion in the past, both in this newspaper and elsewhere. Fraternities are an integral part of the MIT campus, and while certain trends now present do not come to full fruition, they will continue to be a major force on campus. Certainly, with almost two-thirds of the freshman class arriving early for rush week and with the large houses on campus. Fraternities are an integral part of the MIT campus, and while certain trends now present do not come to full fruition, they will continue to be a major force on campus. Certainly, with almost two-thirds of the freshman class arriving early for rush week and with the large houses on campus, the freshmen who are independently compiling a list of the systems, it is possible for a freshman, after a term, to independently compile a list of the systems, which heavily emphasizes MIT grade and is not valid. There are several ways in which a fraternity "recruiting" is necessary at MIT in order to be considered for the system.

This is not an exhaustive discussion of the merits or demerits of fraternity rushing. There are other considerations such as the golf that exists between fraternities, the fraternal system which heavily emphasizes MIT grade.